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ings and leaving only a narrow gangway down the
middle of the room. Clerks were at work behind
the bars. Having no use for such outlandish in-
commodities as chairs, they had piled up mattresses
level with the cash-desks. Squatting bare-footed
on the mattresses behind the bars, these curious
cashiers in flapping shirts and baggy drawers
brought to my mind the more dangerous inmates of
an asylum ward. Indeed the whole establishment
looked less a bank than some eccentric clinic.
Packed with hot humanity, the room lacked air, was
dim with smoke. A young man clad in a shirt,
with pomaded hair, hailing like every reputable
Indian bank-clerk from Bombay, suggested smilingly
that I should wait under the pergola on the balcony
while they checked my letters of credit.
Under the vine-hung roof of the aerial arbour I
saw beneath me once again the sun-drenched square
and bustling crowd. A procession had formed up
escorting, to a cacophony of shouts and music, a
standard inscribed with mottoes wishing prosperity
to the royal bridegroom. There was a burst of
laughter as an elephant crossing the square cut the
marching ranks in two. The cortege closed up
again and receded down the street by which I had
just come, fading into a golden haze of sun-motes.
By nine o'clock at night darkness had fallen on the
city, and the white streets were dappled with blue
shadows. On eaves and window-sills, along the flat
roofs of the low one-storied houses, glowed will-o'-
the-wisps of dancing flame ; the townsfolk had lit
their primitive fairy-lamps, earthenware cups fitted
with a tiny wick which, balanced on the rim of clay,
darted a tiny, tremulous tongue of fire. There is
something strangely appealing about these litde
lamps, the immemorial illuminations of the Indian

